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Abstract. The German / British gravitational wave detector GEO 600 is in the process of
being upgraded. The upgrading process of GEO 600, called GEO-HF, will concentrate on the
improvement of the sensitivity for high frequency signals and the demonstration of advanced
technologies. In the years 2009 to 2011 the detector will undergo a series of upgrade steps,
which are described in this paper.
1. Introduction
GEO 600, the British / German gravitational wave (GW) detector[1], is one of the worldwide
network of GW detectors. The main initial goal of GW detectors is the first detection of GW
signals. In order to improve the chances for detecting a signal, the world-wide collaboration of
GW scientists typically operates more than one detector in coincidence. GEO 600 finished its
latest data run in July 2009 after taking data for about 3.5 years, partly together with LIGO[2]
and Virgo[3]. To further improve the chances of detecting a signal the detectors have been -
and will further be - upgraded to increase their sensitivity. The first upgrades for the LIGO
and Virgo detectors to the ’enhanced’ versions happened from late 2007 to July 2009. In this
period, called Astrowatch, GEO 600 took data to cover the downtime of the two 4 km LIGO
detectors and the Virgo detector. In the Astrowatch period GEO 600 was partly joined in data
taking by the 2 km LIGO detector located near Hanford, Washington, forming a small detector
network. The performance of GEO 600, and GEO 600 related activities during Astrowatch are
described elsewhere[4]. Rather than just detecting that there was a signal at all, the goal of future
generations of GW detectors is to do GW astronomy, i.e. to focus on extracting astro-physically
interesting science from the GW signals. The upgrades of GEO 600, which are described in
this paper, will firstly enable GEO 600 to take data during a part of the upgrading time of
LIGO and Virgo to the ’advanced’ state with scientifically interesting sensitivity and secondly
to test and prove advanced technologies that can be used in future generations of GW detectors,
e.g. Squeezing. This paper outlines the possibilities, and plans to enhance the sensitivity of
the GEO detector. Section 2 gives a short overview of the GEO 600 configuration before the
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upgrades. The main steps in the upgrade will be the injection of squeezed states into the output
port, tuned Signal Recycling with DC readout, installation of an output mode cleaner, the
change of the Signal Recycling bandwidth and a power increase inside the interferometer in
combination with the installation of a thermal compensation system. The individual steps of
the upgrading process are described in section 3. The sensitivity improvement mainly concerns
the high frequency part, which is why the upgrading process is called GEO-HF. At lower
frequencies thermal noises become a limit which cannot significantly be lowered with currently
available techniques.
2. Status Quo
GEO 600 is a dual recycled (i.e. Power- and Signal-Recycled) Michelson type interferometer
with an arm length of 600 m. The arms are folded once giving an effective arm length of 1200 m.
Figure 1. Schematic layout of GEO 600
In the past few years GEO 600 used Schnupp modulation[8], see also section3.1, for a
heterodyne read–out, Signal Recycling detuned to a frequency of 530 Hz, a light power at the
input to the Power Recycling cavity of about 3 W with a Power Recycling factor of about
1000. A schematic layout with the relevant parameters is given in figure 1. The light from
a 12 W Nd-YAG laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm is filtered by two optical resonators, the
Mode Cleaners, and then sent through modulators and Faraday isolators to the Power Recycling
cavity. The peak sensitivity of GEO 600, 2.2 · 10−22[1/√Hz], is reached at the tuning frequency
of 530 Hz (see figure 2). Above this frequency the sensitivity of GEO 600 is mostly shot noise
limited. Between roughly 100 Hz and 500 Hz a yet unknown noise source limits the sensitivity in
’detuned RF readout’, whereas below 100 Hz technical alignment related noise sources dominate
the spectrum. The latest status of recent GEO commissioning is described in [4]. In recent
’tuned DC readout’ experiments all of the observed noise could be explained by simulated (e.g.
thermal noise, quantum noise) and measured (e.g. alignment feedback noise) contributions from
known sources.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of GEO 600
3. Upgrading plan
The upgrade of GEO 600 will be done in a staged way, checking the performance after each
individual step. The upgrading is aimed at frequencies above 500 Hz where roughly an order
of magnitude can be gained in sensitivity by lowering shot noise. Below 500 Hz GEO 600 will
be limited by thermal noises, mainly thermo-refractive noise at the beam splitter and coating
Brownian noise. Techniques to reduce these noise sources are available[6],[7],[5] but are beyond
the scope of the envisioned GEO upgrading plans for the next few years. The upgrade will
therefore concentrate on lowering the shot noise.
Shot noise in an interferometric gravitational wave detector originates mainly from the
vacuum fluctuations entering the output port. The contributions that come from the fluctuations
on the input laser beam are small compared to those entering the output port because the input
laser beam is well stabilized, filtered by the Power Recycling cavity and the Schnupp asymmetry
and the imbalance in the losses of the arms of the interferometer are small. Reducing the vacuum
fluctuations entering the output port in the phase quadrature can therefore reduce the observed
shot noise, see section 3.3.
3.1. From RF readout to DC readout
The GEO 600 interferometer is held at a ’dark fringe’ operating point. At this operation point
the arm length difference is arranged such that the light fields returning from the interferometer
arms interfere destructively at the output port; hence it is dark. A control system maintains this
condition. Right on the ’dark fringe’ there is no dependence of the light power at the output port
on the arm length difference, hence the light power can neither be used as an error signal for the
control system nor as a signal sensing GWs. Differentially modulating the arm length around the
interference minimum and demodulating the resulting power detected at the output port solves
this problem. A physical modulation of the mirror position would introduce too much noise. So
called ’Schnupp modulation’ opens a way around this problem. If the laser light is frequency
modulated and if the arm lengths are slightly different (13.5 cm in the GEO 600 case) the same
effect as differentially modulating the arms lengths is achieved. In GEO 600 the modulation
frequency is about 14.9 MHz and therefore the readout technique is called R(adio)-F(requency)
readout or heterodyne readout. Unfortunately this method collects additional vacuum noise
from twice the modulation frequency, which, beating with the modulation sidebands at the
modulation frequency, produces noise at the modulation frequency which gets demodulated into
the signal frequency band[13]. This RF-readout technique was chosen for the first generation of
GW detectors because the lasers used were shot noise limited only in the MHz frequency range.
The excellent amplitude and frequency stability of (stabilized) solid state ND-YAG lasers in the
detection frequency band in addition to the filtering properties of the Power Recycling cavity
now allows to switch to a self–homodyne readout technique, also called DC readout. In this case
the operation point is slightly (in the range of about 5 pm to 50 pm) detuned from the dark fringe,
which yields a dependence of the light power at the output port on the arm length difference. The
shot noise for DC readout is lower than for RF readout. All large interferometric gravitational-
wave detectors will or have switched to DC readout with the upgrade from the first generation
to the next upgrade step. The first experiences with DC readout in the GEO 600 detector are
reported in [4],[9] and [10]. DC readout is also beneficial for the injection of squeezed states as
only the correct phasing at the laser carrier frequency and the respective signal sidebands has
to be taken into account; see also section 3.3.
In GEO 600 Schnupp modulation will still be used for generating the error signals of the
differential wave–front sensing for the Auto–Alignment system. As a status of January 2010
GEO 600 is routinely operating with DC readout.
3.2. Output Mode Cleaner
The light leaving the output port of GEO 600 will be sent through an Output Mode Cleaner
(OMC)[10] before being detected on the photo-detector. The OMC is a four mirror cavity
with a round trip length of roughly 66 cm as shown in figure 3. The mirrors are glued onto a
fused silica base plate to reduced thermal expansion to a level which allows the use of a small
range (≈ 3µm) piezo-electric actuator. The Finesse of about 150, giving a FWHM of about
3 MHz, assures that the modulation sidebands (14.9 MHz) are reflected by the OMC when it is
tuned to carrier resonance. With proper mode matching the light in the TEM–00 mode will get
transmitted and the unwanted light in higher TEM modes will be reflected. One of the mirrors
is mounted on a piezo-electric actuator. Modulating the OMC length with this Piezo-actuator
allows the generation of error signals for the length control and for the Auto–alignment system
aligning the beam onto the OMC. More details on this technique can be found in [11]. At the
end of January 2010 the OMC is installed and stably operating.
3.3. Squeezing
With the shot noise contribution being the main noise source limiting the GEO600 sensitivity,
the upgrade plans are aiming at lowering the relative shot noise level. The interferometer is kept
close to a ’dark fringe’ operating point (DC readout; see section 3.1) where the output port is
almost dark. For energy conservation reasons all the light must be reflected towards the input
port. For symmetry reasons the same must be valid for fields entering the output port. The
Figure 3. The output mode cleaner for GEO 600
vacuum fluctuations entering the output port therefore get reflected from the interferometer and
interfere with the carrier light getting to the output port due to the offset from the dark fringe
for DC readout. As it is the fluctuations in the phase quadrature that cause the shot noise, the
injection of squeezed light, where the noise in the phase quadrature is decreased, can lower the
shot noise detected by the photo detector. GEO 600 will use a squeezed vacuum field with a
squeezing level of about 10dB to be injected into the output port. The injection will be done
via a Faraday isolator in an additional vacuum vessel added to the GEO vacuum system. This
vessel contains some mode matching optics for the Output Mode Cleaner, the Output Mode
Cleaner itself, a Faraday isolator and a photo diode. The vacuum level is about 5 · 10−3 mbar.
All the optical elements are placed on a platform seismically isolated with a Minus-K R© isolation
system.
To make optimal use of the squeezing over the full detection frequency range, the squeezing
ellipse, i.e. the phase of the injected squeezed light, must be optimally oriented with respect to
the light leaving the output port for all frequencies within the detection bandwidth. In case of
a detuned (with respect to the carrier) Signal Recycling cavity this can be achieved by sending
the squeezed light through additional filter cavities[15] or using Twin Signal Recycling[16]. For
tuned (zero frequency detuning) Signal Recycling the orientation of the squeezing ellipse is
frequency independent and no filtering of the squeezed light is required. The improvement in
sensitivity by using squeezing (together with the series of other changes) is shown in figure 5.
In January 2010 the squeezing breadboard, which provides the squeezed input for GEO 600, is
providing strong, broadband squeezing, is undergoing some long term stability tests and will be
brought to the site in late February. The additional vacuum vessel with all its components is in
place and operative. A schematic layout of the output section of GEO 600 is shown in figure4
3.4. Tuned Signal Recycling
In the future GEO 600 will use tuned Signal Recycling together with the squeezing to improve
the sensitivity over the full frequency range[17]. In this case the Signal Recycling mirror is
shifted such that the Signal Recycling cavity is resonant for the laser carrier light instead
of the 530 Hz signal sidebands as in the detuned mode GEO 600 operated in before. The
achievable sensitivity is shown in figure 5. Tuned Signal Recycling resonantly enhances both
PBS
PD
Figure 4. Schematic layout of the output optics of GEO 600, showing the squeezing input
and the output mode cleaner. The output signal of the interferometer is transmitted through
the Signal Recycling mirror (MSR) and de-magnified by the curved mirror BDO1. BDO2 and
BDO3 serve as steering mirrors aligning the output mode to the Eigenmode of the OMC. The
half-wave plate, the Faraday rotator and the polarizing beam splitter (PBS) serve as an optical
diode to inject the squeezing from the one direction and let the output signal pass through the
OMC to the main photo diode (PD) in the other direction. The mode matching lenses and the
beam steerers between the PBS and the squeezing system align and match the squeezing mode
to the interferometer mode. The differential wave-front sensing system (DWS1) gives the error
signals for aligning the two beams of the interferometer arms to each other.
signal sidebands, providing higher optical gain on resonance, which results in lower shot noise
at the resonance frequency than detuned Signal Recycling. In the case of GEO 600 this does
not influence the total sensitivity as at low frequencies the total noise is dominated by thermal
noise and technical noises anyway.
3.5. Increasing the Signal Recycling Transmission
Widening the bandwidth of GEO 600 by increasing the transmission of the Signal Recycling
mirror from 2% to 10% improves the high frequency shot noise at the expense of the low
frequency one. Being limited by thermal noises at frequencies below 700 Hz anyway this
influences the overall noise for low frquencies only marginally. The crossover point between
coating thermal noise and shot noise only moves from 700 Hz (curve 4© in figure 5) to 800 Hz
(curve 5© in figure 5), while the high frequency total noise drops by a factor of about two. A
further increase in bandwidth would raise the low frequency shot noise to an undesirable level
while giving marginal improvement at high frequencies.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of GEO 600 for different configurations.
Solid lines indicate total noise, dashed lines represent shot noise only. Technical noise sources
are neglected here.
0©GEO 600 sensitivity 2009
1©DC, tuned SR, TSR=2%, P=3.2 W
2©DC, tuned SR, TSR=2%, P=3.2 W, 6 dB Squeezing
3©DC, tuned SR, TSR=10%, P=3.2 W, 6 dB Squeezing
4©DC, tuned SR, TSR=2%, P=20 W, 6 dB Squeezing
5©DC, tuned SR, TSR=10%, P=20 W, 6 dB Squeezing
6©Coating thermal noise
7©Thermo-refractive noise of the beam splitter
3.6. Power Increase
The final step in the series of GEO 600 upgrades, foreseen to be done in late 2010 and in 2011,
is an increase in light power inside the interferometer by a factor of about ten. To achieve this
several changes become necessary. In the following two sections the changes that will lead to a
power increase in the interferometer by a factor of about 8 will be described. The modifications
shown in sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 are needed to stably operate the detector at a power level of
about 20 kW in the Power Recycling cavity.
3.6.1. Laser Power increase Currently GEO 600 is operated using a 10 W master-slave Nd-
YAG laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm. In the current operation mode the laser is attenuated
to about 6 W before being sent into the vacuum system. Due to losses in the Mode Cleaners
(see below) only about 3.2W arrive at the Power Recycling mirror as indicated in figure1. The
laser will be exchanged for a master-slave-amplifier system delivering about 30 W, which has
been developed by the Laser Zentrum Hannover. It is the same kind of laser that is being used
in the ’enhanced’ versions of the other large gravitational wave detectors Enhanced LIGO[18]
and Virgo+[19]. The increase in laser power will yield a power increase of about 5 in the Power
Recycling cavity.
3.6.2. Mode Cleaner Modifications Due to scattering losses of the mirrors of the GEO Mode
Cleaners (i.e. two optical resonators, which remove higher order TEM modes from the laser
beam and reduce angular beam fluctuations) about 50% of the light is lost in the Mode Cleaners.
At the current level of laser power, radiation pressure already needs to be compensated when
bringing the GEO Mode Cleaners into resonance. Hence increasing the laser power would lead
to undesirable problems with radiation pressure in the Mode Cleaners when keeping the same
cavity finesse. Reducing the reflectivity of the coupling mirrors and with it the power build-up
inside the Mode Cleaners, improves the throughput and reduces radiation pressure problems.
The filtering properties of the initital Mode Cleaners were very conservative[12] and will still
yield a sufficiently high suppression level after the decrease in finesse[12]. This mirror exchange
will give a power increase in the Power Recycling cavity of a little less than two. The high-power
compatibility of the auxiliary optics still needs to be confirmed.
3.6.3. Local Control Changes The mechanical resonances of the triple pendula for seismic
isolation of the main interferometer mirrors are actively damped by a local control system
using shadow sensors to monitor the movement of the uppermost mass[20]. These shadow
sensors are operated with a DC light source and unfortunately detect the light scattered by
the interferometer mirrors. Hence slight fluctuations in the circulating light power, which can
originate from a slight misalignment of one of the interferometer mirrors, results in a signal at
the shadow sensor which is regarded as a movement of the upper mass and a ’compensation’
signal is fed back to the actuator. This misaligns the mirror controlled by this sensor and can
lead to an instability. The coupling increases with the light power inside the interferometer. In
GEO 600 this coupling has been observed and would make the foreseen increase in laser power
impossible. Operating the light source of the shadow sensor (an infra-red LED) with modulated
current with frequencies in the kHz range and demodulating the signal of the photo-detector
can make the system insensitive to low frequency light power fluctuations. If the system works
well all local control systems of the main GEO optics will be converted to AC operation. First
experiments have already shown a satisfactory noise performance.
3.6.4. Thermal Compensation System In contrast to the other gravitational wave detectors,
which use resonators in the interferometer arms for power buildup, GEO 600 achieves high
circulating light power with a high Power Recycling factor of about 1000. As a consequence
the full light power in the interferometer arms has to pass through the beam splitter. Although
GEO 600 uses fused silica glass with very low absorption of 0.5 ppm/cm (Suprasil R© 311SV),
about 30 mW are absorbed inside the beam splitter. The local temperature increase causes
a thermal lens which limits the maximum power that can be used. A system shining infra-
red light, which is absorbed by the beam splitter surface, will be used to reduce the thermal
lensing. Instead of using a CO2 laser like in the other gravitational wave detectors[21],[22] an
incandescent light source will be used in GEO 600 minimizing the fluctuations in heating power
to the required level. In GEO 600 the required power stability for the heating source is beyond
the current possibilities of a CO2 laser.
4. Conclusions
The upgrades for the GEO 600 detector foresee a sensitivity enhancement for frequencies above
1 kHz of about one order of magnitude within the next two years, i.e. until the middle of 2011.
In late January 2010 part of the upgrades have already been done: DC readout, Tuned Signal
Recycling operation,and the Output Mode Cleaner are routinely operating. Locking stretches
on the order of 10 hours have been shown. Squeezing is about to be installed in GEO 600 in
February 2010.
As far as it can be foreseen now, in the period from 2011 to 2015 GEO600 will be the only
interferometer in the world that can be on-line for astrophysical observations for a substantial
amount of time. The three LIGO interferometers as well as Virgo will be upgrading to the
advanced versions of their instruments. Therefore, current planning is, that GEO 600 will spend
more and more time in observation mode, as all the upgrades foreseen for GEO 600 at this time
are implemented, and the sensitivity would approach the planned goal.
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